Kentucky Educators,
This edition of the Educator Development Newsletter is devoted to planning. Wellknown time management author Alan Lakein says, “Planning is bringing the future
into the present so that you can do something about it now.”
In schools across the state, teachers and administrators design instruction and
plan for improvement every day, but the fall semester is an especially good time
for intensive, thorough review of current practices and thoughtful planning about
how they might be improved.
This month’s articles focus on how four Kentucky schools and districts have used
planning to improve outcomes for students and culture for educators. In this
edition:
A Q & A session with Assistant Principal Robert Hammonds about how
careful planning of administrator and peer observations leads to teacherprincipal-peer collaboration and continuous improvement of classroom
instruction
How Jessamine County envisioned a system in which every educator was
empowered to use real-time formative assessment strategies to inform
instructional decisions and then embarked on a district-wide professional
learning journey to make the vision a reality
How Ewing Elementary Principal Michelle Hunt and her staff used data
analysis and growth mindset to shift the school culture and make the most
of students’ growth
Frankfort Independent Schools’ challenge of the status quo to improve
opportunity and achievement for all students
I trust these real-life stories will inspire you to reflect on your own experiences as
an educator, review data sources, and “bring the future into the present” so that
students’ futures become better and brighter.
Happy fall,
Robin Hebert
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ANNOUNCEMENTS and DEADLINES
Median Student Growth Percentiles (MSGP) displayed in the Educator
Development Suite (EDS)
Student Voice for Other Professionals
Title II - Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) Resources
Roster verification ensures accurate data and reporting
Principal Year-at-a-Glance Reminders
Educator Workforce Diversification Task Force
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